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Introduction
PURPOSE
The Town of Orleans requested technical assistance from the Cape Cod Commission (Commission) to develop
a wayfinding plan for the downtown. The purpose of the plan is to direct motorists, transit users, pedestrians,
and bicyclists to key destinations and facilitate improved movement through the area. An integrated, cohesive
wayfinding system also helps highlight community identity and support local economic development. This
effort builds on previous studies the Commission prepared for the town, including a 2011 Streetscape Plan,
which the Orleans Board of Selectmen adopted, and a 2018 Parking and Circulation Study. This plan
includes wayfinding recommendations for both physical elements such as signage or pavement treatments, as
well as possible technological options.

GOAL
The primary goal for the Orleans Wayfinding Plan is to create a concise, consistent, and efficient information
system to guide people to community destinations and attractions while reflecting and maintaining the
character of Orleans.

FOCUS AREA
The focus area for the wayfinding plan is the downtown
area, generally bounded by the Cape Cod Rail Trail, the
Route 6A/Route 28 roundabout, Town Cove, and
Eldredge Parkway/West Road, but also includes
consideration of motorists entering town from the Exit
12 interchange and town beaches.
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PREVIOUS WORK
The Commission has prepared several downtown/village center plans for the town in support of its efforts to
enhance the economic vitality of the area including the following:

■

2011 Village Center Streetscape Plan: this plan addresses the importance of accommodating and
encouraging pedestrian and bicyclist travel in the downtown to draw people to local businesses and
experience Orleans on foot/bike. The plan includes recommendations for improved bicycle/pedestrian
movement and wayfinding elements in the downtown. The town has implemented several
recommendations, including traditional signage, street furniture, and sidewalk treatments. Additional
recommendations included:
o

To improve bike circulation, consider adding share-the-road markings on Main St., Route 6A,
Route 28, and Cover Rd. as well as bike lane markings on Old Colony Way

o

To improve pedestrian circulation, consider sidewalk and pathway paving treatments and
crosswalk improvements

o

Add informational kiosks at key pedestrian activity areas including Snow Library, Depot
Square, and the Community Center

o

Place directional signs on posts or polls to indication services at the following areas: Rail
Trail at Main St., Depot Sq., entrances to Main St. and Cove Rd. pathway., Route 6A at RTA bus
stops, Brewster Cross Rd. at Main St., Route 28 at Cove Rd., Village Green, entrances to Route
6A and Old Colony pathway

o

Improve parking signage by using a white ‘P’ on a blue background for a consistent color
theme and adding this parking symbol at current pole sign locations like Cove Rd. and Old
Colony Way and new pole sign locations at Route 28 and Cove Rd., and Main St. at Old Colony
Way

o

Take advantage of the following sign types:
▪

Kiosk signage with a decorative feature on top of the kiosk frame and may include a
map of downtown Orleans with a schedule of events, business directory, or a QR
code to more detailed information

▪

Pole signage with a white pole and blue signs pointing to key destinations; may
include distance to destination; parking directional signage should be wider than
other signs on pole and placed lower on the pole to improve visibility for motorists

▪

Post signage should resemble old hitching posts and should have blue tiles with
white markings that show directional arrows, distance to destinations, or universal
symbols for nearby amenities or destinations

▪

Tile signage that is blue with white markings and that have unique icons or symbols
to illustrate networks, like a historic house tour or gallery walk

▪

Directional bike signage that is blue and white and points towards Rock Harbor,
Nauset Beach and Main St.; includes universal symbols for shopping and food as
well as distances to destinations
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■

2018 Orleans Parking and Circulation Study: this plan recommends better signage design to direct
motorists more efficiently to public parking areas, to identify strategic sign locations and use wayfinding
tools to direct drivers to currently under-utilized parking, and to help pedestrians circulate once they
have parked

■

2019 Orleans Design Guidelines: the Orleans Design Guidelines were developed to support and guide
Orleans Architectural Review and Site Plan Review during consideration of development proposals and
applications and are also intended to help applicants understand the desired vision for Orleans and how
to design buildings and sites that meet the goals and intent of the town’s regulations. The document
provides guidelines for site layout, building design, and site essentials – which includes guidance on
signage.

What is Wayfinding?
Wayfinding is a system of visual cues - signs, landscaping, pavement markings, or other objects - that helps
people orient themselves in physical space and navigate from place to place. A well-designed wayfinding
system reflects community identity and directs people to key destinations and spaces. The wayfinding
planning process, based on local conditions and stakeholder input, helps identify a community’s needs and
desires to foster better movement to destinations within a defined area. Wayfinding systems can also be
designed as branding mechanisms to attract interest and create an identity for a location that instills a sense
of place. The Orleans Wayfinding Plan does not present an extensive overhaul of the existing signage nor
create an Orleans “brand” but seeks to clarify and organize the town’s current wayfinding system and
highlight the existing character of the area.

WAYFINDING ELEMENTS
Wayfinding systems are generally composed of the following four elements:

■

Directional signage: Directional signage tells people how to get to their destination. It may use symbols
or words and is commonly found at intersections or nodes of pedestrian, bicyclist, and motorist
movement, also known as decision points. Directional signs may have high visibility (for example, a large,
vehicle-oriented ladder sign on a main road) or lower visibility (for example, a single pavement marking).

■

Identification/Confirmation signage: Identification signage indicates arrival at a destination or
confirmation that motorist, bicyclists, or pedestrians are on the correct path to a destination. Some
examples where identification signage would be appropriate are landmarks, historical properties, bike
routes, and trailheads.

■

Informational signage: Informational signage gives the traveler useful information about the local
environment/location on the way to a destination rather than direct the traveler or confirm location.
“Bicycles Ahead” and “School Zone” are examples of information signage. Information signage may
overlap with regulatory signage.

■

Regulatory signage: Regulatory signage tells the traveler about requirements or regulations. “No
Parking” and “Yield to Bikes” are examples of regulatory signage.
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WAYFINDING USER GROUPS
A local wayfinding system typically serves motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians, and transit users and reflects
each group’s needs.

■

Motorist signage: Effective wayfinding signage aids navigation for people travelling by automobile and
helps influence desired traffic circulation and reduce driver confusion. Motorist wayfinding signage is
commonly found at gateway locations and major road intersections and is larger than bicycle/pedestrian
signage due to visibility needs.

■

Pedestrian and bicyclist signage: Effective wayfinding signage can ease navigation for bicyclists and
pedestrians, reduce travel times, and help encourage walking and bicycling to destinations. Providing
wayfinding elements for bicyclists and pedestrians shows that a community is bike/ped friendly; the
signage can also help market bike routes and paths. Bicyclist and pedestrian wayfinding signs are smaller
than motorist signage so as not to district drivers. They often include destination distance or travel time.
Destinations for pedestrians and bicyclists may include bike paths, amenities, commercial areas,
civic/community destinations (e.g., the library), beaches, and parks. Signs may serve both cyclists and
pedestrians, but the two user groups also have specific needs for signage.

■

o

Bicyclist signage informs cyclists of designated routes to destinations and may mark the
intersection of two or more bikeways. It also provides visual cues indicating to motorists
that they are driving along a bicycle route and should use caution. Pavement markings may
be more visible than signs to bicyclists, especially in areas where signs are difficult to see.

o

Pedestrian signage should be installed away from road and needs to face toward the
sidewalk or roadside area that pedestrians use. Facing signs towards the road can distract
motorists and make it difficult for pedestrians to read. Pedestrian signage should be smaller
than automobile signage, which discourages motorists from taking their eyes off the road to
read them. Pedestrian signage might also include digital technology such as QR codes.

Transit Signage: guides bus users, primarily pedestrians or bicyclists, to bus stops.

Signage Inventory
The project team conducted an inventory of existing wayfinding signage in the focus area in January 2020.
(See appendix). The inventory focused on town or state-owned signs and did not include privately owned
signage, with a few exceptions. The focus area contains a mix of wayfinding elements, including traditional
directional, identification, and informational signage and, in the downtown center, non-traditional wayfinding
elements such as distinctive brick striping in the sidewalk, public art pieces, and decorative lamp posts that
signal to people they are downtown. These represent examples of non-traditional wayfinding elements that
are not typical directional signs but convey to people that they are in a certain area.
While not included in the existing signage inventory, additional wayfinding elements to highlight the cultural
district are planned for installation:
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■

New signage provided by the Massachusetts Cultural Council to mark the Orleans Cultural District is
planned and will replace the existing Orleans Cultural District signs.

■

The Orleans Cultural Committee plans to install banners featuring a blue and white Orleans Cultural
District logo on utility poles and lamp posts at several locations between Rock Harbor and East Orleans.
These too are identity signs that confirm/mark a location.

Top signage intersections and audience:

■

Main Street/Route 28 – motorist primary audience, also bicyclist (secondary)

■

Route 6A Roundabout - motorist audience

■

Orleans Center (Main Street /Route 6A/Old Colony Way Area) – bicyclist/pedestrian primary audience
(several regulatory signs near crosswalk)

■

Route 28/Eldredge Parkway – motorist audience

■

Route 6A/Eldredge Parkway/West Road – motorist audience

Top destinations for signage:
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■

Nauset Beach, Orleans Village Center/Main Street, and Cape Cod Rail Trail are the most “signed”
destinations. Given their popularity, it is important to provide signage to guide visitors to these
attractions. Sign placement and information provided is critical for effective wayfinding; sign quantity
less so.

OBSERVATIONS – WAYFINDING CHALLENGES
The project team observed the following challenges for the existing wayfinding signage:

■

Varied Wayfinding Designs: Throughout the focus area, town signage to key destinations such as
beaches, information, and parking areas is composed of varied designs and styles. Many use a blue and
white palette, although their shape, size, and graphic styles may differ. Signs pointing to public parking
lots, for example, include some with the blue background/white lettering style that spell out the word
‘parking’ and others with a white background and green lettering with just the letter ‘P’. Some beach
signs are the blue and white style, while others are black lettering on white. Inconsistent signage design
detracts from its efficiency and may confuse users. Consistent, unified design helps people navigate
without having to think and re-enforces sense of place. Beach signage, parking signage, and village center
signage should all be instantly recognizable.

■

Words vs. Graphics: Most of the signs surveyed use words for relaying information. Cape Cod Rail Trail
signage and a few others include or rely solely on icons or graphics. Greater and consistent use of clear
graphics or icons may allow users to more quickly identify what information the sign is relaying.

■

Visual Clutter: Placement of multiple signs in close proximity to each other adds visual clutter and
creates confusion and distraction. Intersections with numerous signs provide opportunities for
consolidation of duplicative signage to reduce visual clutter and make it easier for users to read and
interpret the information.

■

Private Signage: Public wayfinding signage such as town or state-owned signs on public property or
right of way represents just a portion of existing signs in the study area. A significant amount of signage
in downtown Orleans is for commercial uses, on private property. These signs are often located in the
same visual field as wayfinding signage.

■

Inappropriate Scale of Signage: Scale or placement for some signs is not attuned to or effective for
guiding their primary audience. For example, the sign for the information kiosk at the intersection of
Eldredge Parkway and Route 6A might be too small for motorists to easily read it while moving, and with
enough advance warning to turn towards the kiosk.

■

Green and white MassDOT directional signs: Located at intersections throughout the study area, these
signs provide directional guidance to Orleans Center and points beyond including South Orleans, Pleasant
Bay, Chatham, and Provincetown. These signs are generally larger than the Town signs, have a consistent
design, and are easily recognizable, but some may be redundant. Any changes to these signs, whether in
placement or type, will require working with MassDOT.
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Public Outreach
The Cape Cod Commission created a website (https://www.capecodcommission.org/our-work/orleanswayfinding/) for the Orleans Wayfinding Plan that provided information on the project, including the signage
inventory and Planning Board meeting presentations. The project team initially planned to hold interactive
workshops at two Planning Board meetings to gain public input on wayfinding signage, but with the onset of
the COVID pandemic and restrictions on in person gatherings, the team used two on-line surveys instead. The
team also gave presentations on the project at two virtual/remote Planning Board meetings and sought
comments from both board members and stakeholders in attendance.

SURVEY RESULTS
The Commission together with the town launched two public surveys, one in August 2021 and the other in
November 2021, to gain public input on multiple aspects of the plan including top destinations, key signage
areas, town identity, sign types, and non-traditional elements. Over 100 (133) people took the first survey
and 364 took the second. Most participants were Orleans residents (over 90% for both surveys). About 10%
of the first survey respondents were business owners or employees of a business in Orleans; about 14 % of
the second survey respondents were such. (See Appendix for full survey responses.) Not all participants
responded to every survey question.
The first survey asked questions about the existing Orleans wayfinding system, including thoughts on the
quantity/amount of signage.

■

34% of respondents answered there is an adequate amount of signage downtown

■

33% of respondents answered there is not enough signage downtown

■

23% of respondents answered not sure/ no opinion

■

10% of respondents answered there is too much signage downtown

This suggests that the consolidation of future signs with existing signs may be more beneficial than adding
more wayfinding elements.
When asked to choose the functions that signage in Orleans should serve:

■

80% of respondents chose support bicycling, walking, and transit use

■

70% of respondents chose highlight special locations in Orleans

■

64% of respondents chose guide people to top attractions

■

36% of respondents promote or “brand” Orleans

■

12% of respondents chose “other”
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Top Destinations
A question in the first survey asked
people to identify their top five
destinations for wayfinding signage
from a list of 14.
■ 91% of respondents chose
Nauset Beach

■

83% of respondents chose
Skaket Beach

■

71% of respondents chose Rock
Harbor

■

66% of chose the Cape Cod Rail
Trail

■

61% of respondents chose Main Street/Village Center

Signage Intersections
A follow-up question asked people to identify locations that that lacked sufficient signage for their top five
destinations. The following image represents their responses. Each dot represents a comment, and the color
represents a top five destination, as shown in the legend. The graphic shows that respondents selected major
intersections such as Main Street/Route 28, 6A/Route 28 roundabout, and Route 6A/Eldredge Parkway area
as key locations for signing the top destinations.
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The second survey
focused more on
design preferences
to represent Orleans’ identity, with questions about icons, color palettes, sign shape, message type,
pedestrian-oriented marker signage, and non-traditional wayfinding elements.
Survey respondents’ key locations for signing the top destinations

Identity
A wayfinding system can reinforce and reflect community identity through an icon or image display that
represents town interests and character. A publicly supported icon can tie community identity to its roots and
can be expressed on as many signs as appropriate. Rather than creating a “brand” image, an icon or image
offers cohesion among wayfinding elements. To understand what types of icons might be preferable for
Orleans, Commission staff created seven example icons for the second public survey. The icons were inspired
by recognizable elements and forms of the town’s landscape, and included water, boats, and fish. A survey
question asked people to choose their favorite icon or image from the seven example icons and the existing
Orleans Cultural District logo.
■ 35% of respondents preferred the seagull with waves icon

■

20% of respondents preferred the Orleans Cultural District logo

■

18% of respondents preferred the windmill icon
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■

11% of respondents preferred the boat with waves icon

■

8% of respondents preferred the school of fish icon

■

3% of respondents preferred the waves icon and the seagull icon

■

2% of respondents preferred the boat icon

Palette
A wayfinding system’s color scheme plays an important part in its cohesion. To understand people’s color
preferences, Commission staff created a set of four palettes using blue, teal, white, and yellow, and asked
survey takers to choose their favorite. The palette choices were based on sign colors in current beach signage
and the new Massachusetts Cultural Council signage for the Orleans Cultural District.
■ 44% of respondents preferred blue and teal

■

33% of respondents preferred blue

■

15% of respondents preferred blue and yellow

■

8% of respondents preferred teal
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Sign Type
A variety of sign types can be used in a wayfinding plan, including kiosks, ladder signs, monuments, markers,
free-standing signs, pole-mounted signs, banners, and more. When asked to choose signage types for key
signage areas, respondents chose, the ladder, pole-mounted, and free-standing sign types as their most
preferred.
■ Ladder signage was preferred for gateway areas (near Eastham town line, Old Exit 12)

■

Pole-mounted signage was preferred for all other areas (Main Street/Route 6A, Route 6A/Rte 28, Main
Street/Route 28, etc.)

■

Free-standing signage was most preferred after pole-mounted signage in all other areas.

Sign Shape
Sign shape, in addition to the icon and palette, plays an important part in an attractive and cohesive
wayfinding system. To understand shape preferences, Commission staff paired four sign shape options square, pointer, circle, and wave - with the preferred sign types – ladder, pole-mounted, free-standing - to
create four signage “series.” A survey question asked respondents to choose their favorite series.
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■

30% of respondents preferred the wave series

■

28% of respondents preferred the circle series

■

25% of respondents preferred the pointer series

■

17% of respondents preferred the square series
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Non-Traditional Elements
Survey respondents supported all the suggested non-traditional wayfinding elements in the surveys –
pavement markings, physical markers, sculptures, murals, and digital/QR. The first survey asked which of the
non-traditional wayfinding element options might be appropriate for Orleans.

■

45% of respondents chose distinctive physical markers

■

41% of respondents chose distinctive street furniture/elements/plantings

■

39% of respondents chose digital wayfinding apps

■

31% of respondents chose pavement markings

■

16% of respondents chose “none of the above”

A similar question in the second survey asked which types of non-traditional signage they supported for
Orleans.

■

53% of respondents chose digital or QR wayfinding

■

36% of respondents chose pavement markings

■

33% of respondents chose sculptures

■

32% of respondents chose murals

■

14% of respondents chose “none of these”

Between the two surveys, the most preferred nontraditional wayfinding signage was digital/QR and
physical marker.
Respondents in the second survey were also asked
whether they supported post/marker signage in some locations.

■

70% of respondents said
yes

■

16% of respondents said
not sure or no opinion

■

13% of respondents said
no
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Materials
Wayfinding signage materials also play a part in conveying identity and visual appeal, as well as the longevity
and durability of wayfinding elements. In response to a question in the first survey about preferred signage
materials:

■

56% of respondents preferred metal

■

53% of respondents preferred wood

■

43% of respondents preferred stone

■

34% of respondents preferred plants

■

31% of respondents preferred cloth

■

24% of respondents preferred fiberglass

■

9% of respondents chose “other”

Recommendations
The following recommendations for implementing a wayfinding system for downtown Orleans are based on
existing conditions and community input from the surveys. The recommendations are intended to support
four key wayfinding principles and provide suggestions for icon or motif, palette, and sign families, types, and
shapes. This section includes overarching strategies for effective and efficient wayfinding to help guide
creation and implementation of wayfinding elements. It also provides recommendations for the types and
design of signage at key locations throughout the study area.

ORLEANS WAYFINDING PRINCIPLES
This plan provides four guiding principles for creating a wayfinding system for Downtown Orleans.
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■

Provide easy to recognize signage

■

Use as few signs as possible

■

Focus signage around key destinations

■

Take advantage of non-traditional sign options

STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT WAYFINDING
■

Create a consistent design for town wayfinding signage: A unified and consistent wayfinding system
helps visitors recognize visual cues quickly and can reinforce the Orleans identity. Beach signage, parking
signage, and village center or other destination signage should all be instantly recognizable. Adopting a
design template to use for all town wayfinding signage will allow for easy recognition. A design template
could be used to guide private signage as well, if a business or property owner desires, to further create a
cohesive feeling in the downtown area.

■

Consolidate and limit signage: Consolidate town directional signage onto one post wherever possible to
avoid sign clutter and group directional information so it can be easily processed. Provide more focused
directional signage in fewer locations. Identify a small number of key intersection locations for primary
destination signage, and identify locations with multiple distractions where signage should be removed
or limited.

■

Make signage size appropriate for location and for target audience: Establish recommended sign
sizes and formats for various locations and user types so signage is appropriately scaled to the size of the
intersection or area where it is located. Use small signs whenever possible so as not to detract from the
surrounding natural or built environment.

■

Develop more non-traditional signage options: Methods other than signage can signal arrival at
destinations without adding to sign clutter. Consider distinctive plantings (like the cherry trees along
Main Street), painted sections of pavement/sidewalk, and low picket fences, as well as the granite
post/fencepost option (as recommended in the 2011 Village Streetscape Plan) with or without digital
wayfinding. These options all have the benefit of being easily adaptable or tailored to specific properties.

■

Consistent sign placement guidance: Establish sign placement guidelines for consistency and
predictability. Guidance should include appropriate locations for destination signs at intersections, for
signage directing people to parking, and for pedestrians and bicyclist signs along the bike path, etc.

■

Tie in with local interpretive signage: Several historic interpretive signs are located within the study
area and more are being planned. Interpretive signs do not have a direct wayfinding component, but they
identify historic/cultural features and help convey the significance of the downtown area. Consider
linking them more to other wayfinding elements by adding a common feature from the town’s wayfinding
signage palette.

■

Include destination distances on bicycle/pedestrian signage: Providing travel time and/or distance
on signage can be helpful in locations with bicycling and pedestrian activity (such as a town center) and
can be useful in shaping decisions of where to go. Such signs also feel welcoming to bicyclists and
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pedestrians and may help encourage more to travel on foot or by bike. Massachusetts Department of
Conservation and Recreation signs along the Cape Cod Rail Trail provide distances for bicyclists and
pedestrians to various destinations. Survey respondents indicated that including distance information
would be useful.

SIGN DESIGN
The following design elements are suggested for wayfinding signage moving forward. These design elements
were most preferred by the public survey respondents and reflect the character of Orleans. Non-traditional
wayfinding elements could supplement traditional wayfinding signage.

Recommended Icons
The seagull with waves icon was most preferred
by survey respondents. This icon reflects the
coastal character of Orleans and can be
incorporated into new signage throughout town
to reinforce the town’s character. Second most
preferred was the Orleans Cultural District icon,
closely followed by the windmill. The windmill
icon is already in use in two current signs – the
welcome sign at Exit 12 and the Orleans Center
sign at Main St. and Route 28 and is part of the
Town seal. The Town should select one or at
most two icons to use consistently.

Recommended Palette
Most respondents preferred the blue and teal
color palette, whose colors are meant to reflect
the maritime character of the town, while also
tying into the new Orleans Cultural District
signage colors to help create more signage
cohesion. The blues and white can be used as
the primary colors, with teal coming into play as
an accent or secondary color when needed.

Recommended Sign Shapes and Types
The wave shaped sign family was most preferred among survey respondents, though the circle and pointer
signs were close behind. The wave style may provide a more distinct shape, which again reinforces the
maritime and coastal aspect of the town, especially when coupled with the seagull and waves icon, but the
town may also wish to investigate the circle or pointer shapes to see if those would be preferable. The
suggested types of signs to use in key areas are the ladder sign, free standing signs, and pole mounted signs.

Sign Materials
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While survey respondents preferred metal over wood signage, wood signs or signs constructed of man-made
materials that look like wood may be the most appropriate for Orleans. Wood signs tend to have a more
interesting character, fit well with the wood frame buildings that make up the village center, and are more
consistent with the private signage regulations for Orleans commercial areas. The town has used wood
signage and/or wood posts successfully in recent years to identify parking and destinations in the village
center and should continue incorporating wood or wood-like materials in the signage to maintain a unique
and more small-town identity.

Sign Families
Signage legibility and scale varies, depending on its intended audience/users. Vehicular signage will have a
different scale and legibility component than pedestrian signage. Signage for large intersections will require a
different scale than small intersections. To represent the variety of scales possible, this plan includes four sign
families based on user group/audience, intersection size, and geographical context and public survey
feedback.
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GATEWAY FAMILY
Gateway signage indicates arrival and welcomes visitors to a community or district. It is geared towards
motorists and is commonly located along busy vehicular thoroughfares. Based on public feedback, gateway
signage should use the ladder sign type. Two kinds of gateway signage – primary and secondary – are
recommended for large and medium-sized intersections, respectively.
PRIMARY

Primary gateway signage welcomes visitors and residents to a community or town. It is located at major
entrance points into and out of town.
SECONDARY

Secondary gateway signage welcomes visitors and residents into a district – for example, a village center - or
any area that may contain multiple destinations, attractions, or has a high concentration of commercial
establishments.
VEHICULAR FAMILY
Vehicular signage directs drivers to top destinations of interest. This signage family is larger in scale than
pedestrian and bicyclist signage and is located along vehicle-oriented roads and intersections. The signs must
be legible from further distances compared to non-vehicular signage to allow for sufficient time for motorists
to process information while moving.
PRIMARY DIRECTIONAL

Primary directional signage points motorists towards top destinations at primary intersections with higher
traffic volumes. Primary intersections are larger in scale than secondary intersections.
SECONDARY DIRECTIONAL
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Secondary directional signage directs motorists towards top destinations at secondary intersections with
high, moderate, or low traffic volumes. Secondary intersections are smaller in scale than primary
intersections.
PARKING

Parking signage directs drivers towards parking areas. These signs may be pole-mounted or free-standing
and may be placed at primary and/or secondary intersections or smaller intersections near public parking
areas.
PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLIST FAMILY
Pedestrian and bicyclist signage directs pedestrians and bicyclists to top destinations of interest. This signage
family also provides more specific information about destinations and districts compared to vehicular
signage. The signs in this family are smaller in scale than vehicular signage and are located at pedestrianoriented intersections or major pedestrian corridors.
INFORMATIONAL

Informational signage provides a greater level of detail about a destination or district. This signage family
may include a map of the area so that visitors can orient themselves and determine which direction to travel
to their destination, provide a QR code for further information about specific attractions, or include general
information about key areas, features, or destinations. This type of signage is only legible at short distances.
DIRECTIONAL

Directional signage directs pedestrians and bicyclists towards top destinations or districts. This signage is
located at pedestrian and bicyclist-oriented secondary (or smaller) intersections. It is smaller in scale than
vehicular signage and is legible at much shorter distances. A single directional sign may include both
pedestrian and bicyclist information.
DESTINATION FAMILY
Destination signage varies in purpose, function, and user group, as well as scale, sign type, and color. It can
signify arrival, identify parking for motorists and bicyclists, provide direction within an area, orient users
through maps, and more. This signage family is much less directional than other families but can provide
directional information within an area such as a trail network on a preserve.
ENTRANCE/IDENTITY

Entrance signage identifies the entrance to, and indicates arrival at, a destination. These signs may be ladder
or pole-mounted sign types and include icons, images, or names of destinations.
PARKING

Parking signage identifies public parking lots and may include lot numbers or names. Destination parking
signs are different from vehicular parking signage in that they are not directional. These signs should be
located in areas with high visibility so that all users – motorists, bicyclists, pedestrians – can easily find
parking. If parking is apparent upon arrival at a destination, separate parking signs are not necessary.
INFORMATIONAL

Informational signage provides detailed information about a destination and may include maps, QR codes,
and text. This signage is mainly geared towards pedestrians and may be located near a parking lot, along a
pedestrian or bicyclist corridor, at major pedestrian nodes such as trailheads, or near landmarks and
historical properties.
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KEY SIGNAGE AREAS PLAN

Gateways
LOCATIONS:

Old Exit 12, Orleans/Eastham rotary

INTENDED AUDIENCE : Motorists
GOALS : Showcase identity of town; create a sense of place; convey community image;

provide an opportunity
to display icons and colors that will be carried throughout all other signs and will help solidify sense of place
DESIGN ELEMENTS: Ladder type
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A single sign at each gateway. Western gateway sign placed on north side of Route 6A across from
Route 6 off-ramp, within view of vehicles preparing to turn onto Route 6A; Eastern gateway sign placed on
east side of Route 6A near “Entering Orleans” sign and connection to Old State Highway layout. In placing
signage, individual signs should be significantly separated from existing private signs and curb cuts in the
vicinity to avoid distraction or the appearance of “sign clutter”.
PLACEMENT:

Primary Intersections
LOCATIONS:

6A/West Road, Route 28/Eldredge Parkway, Route 28/6A roundabout

INTENDED AUDIENCE : Motorists
GOALS : Efficient directions to key destinations and village center, limit sign clutter
DESIGN ELEMENTS : Ladder type/automobile scaled

A single post for signage, placed on the right side as approaching the intersection moving toward
Orleans Center, attached to the traffic signal post or within an appropriate distance of the intersection. In
placing signage, individual signs should be significantly separated from existing private signs in the vicinity to
avoid distraction or the appearance of “sign clutter” or a single larger sign, such as that shown below, could
contain signs for several destinations.
PLACEMENT:
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Secondary Intersections
Main Street/6A, Main Street/28, Old Colony/Main Street, Main Street/Tonset Road, Rock Harbor
Road/Skaket Beach Road
INTENDED AUDIENCE : Motorists, Bicyclists, Pedestrians
GOALS : Efficient directions to destinations and public parking if nearby, limit sign clutter
DESIGN ELEMENTS : Free-standing/pedestrian scaled; pole-mounted/pedestrian scale
PLACEMENT : A single post for signage, placed on the right side as approaching the intersection moving toward
Orleans Center, attached to the traffic signal post or within an appropriate distance of the intersection. In
placing signage, individual signs should be significantly separated from existing private signs in the vicinity to
avoid distraction or the appearance of “sign clutter”.
LOCATIONS:
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Village Center
LOCATIONS:

Main Street from Route 28 to Old Colony Way, Cove Road walkway

INTENDED AUDIENCE : Pedestrians
GOALS : Directional information for pedestrians, parking directions for motorists, community information to

highlight sense of place
DESIGN ELEMENTS : pole-mounted; small pedestrian directional signs (including non-traditional forms), parking
signs, interpretive signs, and information kiosks appropriate. This area is most appropriate for nontraditional signage options like granite marker posts with directional arrows, distinctive plantings, and low
picket fences.
PLACEMENT : Signs should be placed adjacent to the outer edge of the sidewalk at specific locations where a
change in direction is needed, such as at the Community Center and walkway to Cove Road. In placing
signage, individual signs should be significantly separated from existing private signs in the vicinity to avoid
distraction or the appearance of “sign clutter”.
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Rail Trail Crossings
LOCATIONS:

Main Street crossing, West Road crossing

INTENDED AUDIENCE : Bicyclists and pedestrians
GOALS : Directional information for bicyclists and pedestrians, caution for

motorists (all but directional signs
for bicyclists should be well back from roadway intersections to reduce clutter and confusion at the
intersection)
DESIGN ELEMENTS : Pavement markings; free-standing/pedestrian scale; pole-mounted/pedestrian scale
PLACEMENT : Pole-mounted directional and informational signs should be combined and placed along the right
side of the Rail Trail path, approximately 15 feet back from the intersection with a roadway. Directional
pavement markings should be placed in two intervals, approximately 50 feet back from the roadway
intersection and again approximately 5 feet back from the roadway intersection.
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Destinations
A limited number of destinations outside the village center area merit signage. Whenever possible, these
signs should be incorporated into the primary and secondary intersection signs described above and should
not be signed separately to avoid sign proliferation. Destinations may also be appropriate places to use nontraditional signage such as distinctive plantings and low picket fences to notify arrival at the destination.
Suggested destinations outside the village center for signage include:

■

Nauset Beach

■

Skaket Beach

■

Rock Harbor

■

Rail Trail Crossing

■

Village Center
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The town might consider other destinations as appropriate for signage in the future and add them to this list.
To avoid visual clutter from too many signs, additional signage should be evaluated based partly on whether
it can be incorporated into existing signs with multiple destinations. A small number of survey respondents
identified the village of East Orleans as a possible destination needing signage, and the town may want to
measure public interest in signage for that location in the future to see if it increases.
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Appendix
[To be added to final report]

SIGNAGE INVENTORY
SURVEY RESULTS
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